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Abstract Attempts to influence the development of land
systems are often based on detailed scenarios that constrain
relevant factors, describe a range of divergent but plausible
futures and identify potential pathways to visions of
desirable conditions. However, a number of assumptions
are usually made during this process, and one of the most
substantial is that land managers display homogeneous,
economically rational behaviour across space, time and
scenarios. This assumption precludes the consideration of
important behavioural effects and limits understanding of
the feasibility of scenario-based pathways towards visions.
We use an agent-based land use model to examine broad
forms of behavioural variation within defined scenarios in
theoretical contexts. We relate model results to stakeholder-developed visions of desired future land systems in
Europe and so assess the scope for behavioural pathways
towards these normative futures. We find that the achievability of visions is determined by internal inconsistencies,

scenario conditions and the multifunctional potential of
land uses, with a fundamental tension between large-scale
land use productivity and small-scale diversity (i.e. land
sparing and land sharing). Trading conditions affect this
balance most strongly and represent an obvious target for
governance strategies concerned with achieving multifunctional land use. However, within specific circumstances behavioural effects are strong and diverse, and can
accelerate, counteract or mitigate the impacts of other
drivers. This suggests that visions for the land system
should focus on trade-offs, identifying those that are least
strong, most acceptable and most susceptible to adjustment
through behavioural or other influences.
Keywords Agent-based modelling  Scenario  Climate
change  Land use  Multifunctional  Stakeholder
engagement
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Attempts to explore, predict or influence the development
of the land system are subject to a number of substantial
uncertainties. These uncertainties reflect the complex,
interactive nature of the various human and natural systems
that impact upon the land system, and the fact that none of
these systems are fully understood. Climatic, environmental, social, political, economic and other changes are
all known to have strong effects, but their form and magnitude cannot be easily anticipated (e.g. Hansen et al. 2001;
Gotts 2007; de Chazal and Rounsevell 2009; Phalan et al.
2011).
Nevertheless, it is precisely these uncertainties that
make improved understanding of the land system a priority.
In particular, knowledge of how changes in climatic,
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demographic and consumption patterns might affect land
use is crucial to the design and implementation of strategies
to maximise human and environmental wellbeing (IPCC
2012). Without such knowledge, reactive management of
the land resource is unlikely to adequately support human
or natural systems and may result in sudden and irreversible changes in the functioning of global ecosystems
(Barnosky et al. 2012).
Uncertainties about the dynamics of the Earth system
are not easy to constrain and are at some level entirely
intractable (Rial et al. 2004; Knutti and Sedlacek 2013). As
a result, methods to minimise and to explore these uncertainties have been developed concurrently. Projections of
future conditions are now generated by a large number of
climatic, ecological and land use models, increasingly
operating in concert (e.g. Rowlands et al. 2012; Harrison
et al. 2015). Such models may be validated against historical data and used to quantify some forms of uncertainty,
but they cannot address many important factors. As a
result, they are usually applied within detailed climatic or
socio-economic scenarios that describe a range of divergent but plausible future conditions (Rounsevell and Metzger 2010; Kriegler et al. 2012; Dubrovsky et al. 2015).
However, scenarios cannot completely prescribe all relevant conditions without sacrificing their interpretability and
relevance. Therefore, while scenarios and models together
provide valuable evidence on which to base practical or
political decisions concerning land management, an
appreciation of uncertainties associated with scenario and
model design remains crucial (Stainforth et al. 2007;
Morgan and Keith 2008).
Because different scenarios and models have different
purposes and designs, it is often possible to reduce uncertainties further by comparing results generated under different assumptions (Knutti and Sedlacek 2013). This
technique clearly relies on the adoption of a diversity of
approaches towards a common problem, and its application
has been hampered to some extent by design convergence
in models and scenarios (Morgan and Keith 2008; Metzger
et al. 2010; Knutti et al. 2013). One of the most general
assumptions made in scenarios and models concerned with
the land system is that individual land managers display
homogeneous, economically rational behaviour across
space, time and scenarios. This assumption has enabled
models to focus on macroeconomic drivers of land use
change and to operate across large spatial scales, but may
neglect a range of behavioural effects that could prove
highly significant in shaping the land system (Rounsevell
et al. 2014). For instance, spatial diffusion of agricultural
knowledge and practice is thought to be an important factor
in land use change (e.g. Berger 2001; Alexander et al.
2013), and individual-level behaviour in general may be
key to the speed and spatial properties of changes in land
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management (e.g. Parker and Meretsky 2004; Evans et al.
2011). This is likely to be especially true where sudden
changes or ‘shocks’ affect the land system (e.g. Filatova
and Polhill 2012; Lambin and Meyfroidt 2010). It is
therefore essential to account for behavioural effects during
the development of pathways towards visions of desired
future conditions.
However, behavioural effects are fundamentally complex and context-dependent, making them very difficult to
assess. As a result, exploratory approaches that isolate and
investigate particular behaviours provide a valuable basis
for improved understanding (e.g. Magliocca et al. 2013;
Brown et al. 2014). Here, we adopt such an exploratory
approach, using an agent-based model of land use to
explore broad forms of behaviour within defined climatic
and socio-economic scenarios. We run a series of simulations in theoretical settings to isolate behavioural effects
and to assess their dependencies on characteristics of the
land system and social, environmental and economic contexts. We link model results to established visions of future
land systems (Pérez-Soba et al. 2015) through a series of
spatial and aggregate metrics describing land use and
cover, allowing us to assess the extent to which simulations
converge on specific criteria of the visions. On this basis,
we examine the feasibility of the visions and identify factors that determine whether or not they can be achieved,
including the relative potential roles of scenario and
behavioural factors. Our findings are intended to provide a
basis for further work that explores the impacts of human
behaviour on the land system in theoretical and empirical
contexts, so identifying behavioural pathways that can be
targeted by novel governance strategies.

Materials and methods
Model set-up
Simulations were carried out using the ‘CRAFTY’ agentbased land use modelling framework (Murray-Rust et al.
2014). This framework allows the inclusion of several
general forms of behaviour to represent the decisionmaking processes of individual land managers, as well as
climatic and socio-economic drivers of land use change.
Exogenous demands for ecosystem goods and services
represent societal requirements and preferences, which
vary as a result of demographic or socio-economic change
and which are satisfied by behavioural agents that manage
units of land and generate supply. These individual agents
make land use decisions as a function of the levels of
demand and supply, the behavioural characteristics of each
agent and the (climate-dependent) productive potential of
individual units of land. We also introduce social networks
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between agents to allow for the gradual dissemination of
technological knowledge affecting agricultural yields.
Network links are created according to an adapted forest
fire approach (Lescovec et al. 2007) to account for community structures. This respects agent-type-specific affiliation preferences as well as typical distributions of link
distances and pre-defined degree distributions. Further
model details are given below and a full description can be
found in Murray-Rust et al. 2014.
Modelled ‘worlds’
In order to explore behavioural effects in isolated and
controlled settings, we designed two simple but contrasting
‘worlds’ within each of which a common set of simulations
was run. Each world comprised 40,000 equally sized grid
cells (200 9 200), each of which represented a single land
unit. Across these cells, we defined five capitals that
described resource availability for production of goods and
services: crop productivity, forest productivity, livestock
productivity, infrastructure and economic capital. We also
included a sixth capital, natural capital, to describe environmental quality. In the first world (World A), each capital took the form of a single gradient from a defined
location at which that capital was maximised (with a value
of 1.0). This had the effect of producing large, coherent
areas of suitability for each land use. In the second world
(World B), each capital was independently assigned ten
local maxima at random locations in space, around which
the same gradient operated as in World A. Values of each
capital were summed and then normalised to cover the
same range (0.0–1.0) as in World A. Capital variations
across both worlds are shown in Figure S1.
These contrasting designs were not intended to closely
mimic empirical productivity patterns, but to represent
clear alternatives of dependent and independent capital
distributions, so allowing us to assess the extent to which
our findings were influenced by capital patterns rather than
experimental or scenario characteristics. Nonetheless, the
worlds had certain characteristics intended to give them
real-world relevance. First, both were sufficiently large to
allow considerable heterogeneity to develop in the modelled land systems without imposing unrealistically large
differences between neighbouring cells, making them
appropriate to the regional-scale visions considered. Second, the scales and dependencies with which the capitals
varied within each world provided examples of both
gradual, consistent changes in productivity (interpretable as
the result of factors such as latitude or climate that vary
over large spatial scales or of analysis over small geographical extents; World A) and more varied and diverse
changes (interpretable as the result of factors that vary over
smaller spatial scales, the interaction of unrelated factors

that do not have constant relationships across space, or
analysis over larger geographical extents; World B). The
implications of these differences for our results are considered in Discussion section.
Both of the worlds were modelled as single land use
systems and as two collections of independent systems
(‘regionalisations’). In the latter cases, the worlds were
divided into 4 and 16 equally sized areas, each with its own
level of demand (1/4 and 1/16th of total demand, respectively), which could only be satisfied by production within
that area. These three treatments of the total area were used
to represent systems with different trading arrangements,
from entirely free trade across the land system to limited
inter-regional trade and restricted intra-regional trade only
(Brown et al. 2014). We also constrained agents’ abilities
to search for cells to compete for under limited trade to
represent limitations to knowledge under closed systems
(see Table S5, Online Resource 1 for details).
Agents and land uses
The worlds were populated with agents divided between
seven types (defined according to the concept of Agent
Functional Types; Arneth et al. 2014) representing broad
forms of land use: intensive and extensive crop farmers,
intensive and extensive livestock farmers, biofuel farmers,
foresters and conservationists. Each agent type was able to
produce one or more of a set of services for which demand
levels were exogenously defined: cereal crops, meat, biofuels, timber and recreation. Production levels for each
agent were determined via a typological Cobb–Douglas
style function of capital levels (Murray-Rust et al. 2014)
and adjusted under individual behavioural variations
described below. Intensive agents were more productive
than extensive agents, but were also more sensitive to
capital levels and less able to produce multiple goods and
services. We also modelled extensive agents and, especially, conservationists, to be more dedicated to their land
use and therefore less willing to abandon or change the
management of their land. Units of supply and demand
were abstract and equivalent across services.
For each agent type, we parameterised two production
functions describing average mono- and multifunctional
productive ability. Under mono-functionality, each agent
type was able to produce only a single service (representing
an assumption that modelled land uses are entirely distinct), while multifunctionality allowed the production of
recreation as a secondary service while reducing primary
service productivity. We did not allow multifunctional
production of other services because of the number of
arbitrary assumptions about absolute and relative production levels that would be required; instead, we used the
example of multifunctional production of recreation to
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explore the potential impacts of multifunctionality in
general. The identities and characteristics of agent types
were based on a meta-analysis of European land uses (van
Vliet et al. 2015). Full productivity parameterisations are
given in Tables S1a and b (Online Resource 1) and behavioural parameterisations in Online Resources 2–9.
Scenarios
Scenarios were used to provide dynamic and realistic
contexts for our simulations, allowing us to explore behavioural effects across a range of relevant land use drivers
and conditions. Each of the modelled worlds was allowed
to develop through time according to implementations of
the IPCC SRES scenarios A1, A2, B1 and B2 (Nakicenovic
et al. 2000). These scenarios were first interpreted for the
context of European land use change through expert and
stakeholder analysis (Paterson et al. 2012) and then processed by a chain of ‘top-down’ land use models to produce a comprehensive, quantitative set of conditions
(Lotze-Campen et al. 2012, 2013). Following this, the
scenarios were translated into CRAFTY model parameters
as fully as possible (see Table 1). This translation incorporated factors related to changes in climate, demography,
technology (affecting agricultural yields), subsidies, economics, behaviour, trade systems and demand levels for
different ecosystem services. Each scenario was simulated
over the period 2010–2040.

magnitude of important kinds of behaviour within scenario-specific contexts. We did not attempt to investigate any
absolute magnitude of behavioural effects in this stylised
system, but used the behavioural variations to investigate
the direction of effects and model sensitivity to these (see
Table S5, Online Resource 1 for details of parameter
variations and Online Resources 2–9 for parameter values
for each agent type).
Simulation schedule
In order to fully explore the effects of behavioural variations and their sensitivity to world and scenario characteristics, we ran the behavioural parameter setting
combinations described above in each appropriate world,
scenario and regionalisation combination. This gave a
complete set of 1024 simulations (512 per world)
(Table S5, Online Resource 1). Each simulation was run
over 30 time steps, to represent the 30 year interval
between 2010 and 2040 over which scenario and vision
definitions applied. In each world, a common starting point
for simulations was generated by averaging the planned
variations of each model parameter and allowing an initial
assignment of agents to develop according to these average
values under 2010 conditions (i.e. average values of
numerical parameters and average form of functional
parameters). Model results were therefore all interpretable in terms of direction of change, for consistency
with visions and any relevant real-world results.

Behaviour
Visions
In addition to the behavioural conditions implemented as
part of each scenario (which determined the willingness of
particular agent types to change land use and their sensitivity to certain capitals; Tables 1 and S4), a set of
experimental behavioural variations was simulated within
each scenario (Table 2). These were used to explore the
effects of agents’ sensitivity to levels of service supply and
demand, their ability to produce multiple services simultaneously, their willingness to abandon their land use or
change to an alternative land use, the diffusion of technology through social networks and individual-level variation in agent characteristics. These broad classes of
behaviour were not intended to replicate specific properties
of individual land managers but to represent a range of
relevant characteristics, such as dedication to land management as a result of personal or cultural circumstances,
reliance on profits from service production or willingness
to adopt new technology (Murray-Rust et al. 2014).
Every possible combination of the selected behavioural
parameter values was simulated, giving 64 distinct model
parameterisations in each appropriate setting. Together,
these allowed an assessment of the form and relative
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Visions of European land systems were previously generated through a stakeholder-led process of normative foresight, described in detail by Pérez-Soba et al. (2015). A
diverse group of 69 stakeholders, with interests in nature
conservation, recreation, agriculture, forestry, urban planning, energy and water, met in a series of two-day workshops to develop 15 integrated land use vision for Europe
in 2040. These visions were then clustered into three
‘consolidated visions’ (Best Land in Europe, Regional
Connected, Local Multifunctional), which were refined in
collaboration with a subset of the original stakeholders.
The final visions provide coherent but contrasting caricatures of future land use in Europe, covering a spectrum of
normative worldviews and desires of European land use
stakeholders.
In order to allow for quantitative comparisons between
our simulation results and the consolidated visions, we
defined the latter via 9 metrics describing their principal
spatial and nonspatial characteristics, as identified from the
detailed vision descriptions (Pérez-Soba et al. 2015). These
metrics described the extent, connectivity, diversity,

Liberalised

Medium level of emissions
(ca. ?3C in 2100);
medium climate impacts

Technological change substantially increases yields

Scenario-specific changes in societal demands for goods and services

Large decrease

Forestry and conservation
areas static. Pressure not
to fragment protected
areas. Demand for
recreation close to
centres of population

Trade

Climate
change

Productivity

Demand
levels

Biofuels

Land use

Increasing forest protection;
conversion of pasture land
discouraged; conservation areas
protected and fragmentation
avoided; demand for recreation
close to centres of population;
protection for local natural amenity

Very large decrease

Technological change increases yields

Low level of Emissions (ca. ?2C in
2100); medium climate impacts

Liberalised

Increasing forest protection, but
owners willing to harvest; slightly
increased protection for
conservation areas; incentives to
prevent fragmentation; strong
protection for local natural amenity;
conversion of pasture land
discouraged; low demand for
recreation close to centres of
population

Decrease

Technological change slightly
increases yields

Low to medium level of emissions;
medium climate impacts

Restricted

Low growth

Increasing per capita demand for
calories and livestock products

Global population of 8.9 billion by
2040

B2

Scenario-specific behavioural
parameters for sensitivity to capital
levels and willingness to abandon or
change land use (see Table S4 for
details and Table S5 for
corresponding parameter values)

Changes expressed via levels of
demand for biofuels1

Exogenous scenario-specific demand
levels1,3 (see Table S2)

Effects exogenously translated into
changes to capital levels2 (see
Table S3)

Effects exogenously translated into
changes to capital levels2 (see
Table S3)

Open, inter-regional or intra-regional
trade (1, 4 or 16 autonomous
regions), benefit functions that vary
in response to tradeable
overproduction and variations in
agents’ abilities to search for cells
for which to compete (lower search
ability where trade is limited by
scenario or regionalisation; see
Table S5 for parameter values)

Annual increment in financial capital1
(see Table S3)

Translated exogenously into demand
levels1

European population change
translated exogenously into demand
levels1

Implementation

Scenarios used here are as defined for Europe via a series of linked models described in Lotze-Campen et al. (2012, 2013). Specific scenario conditions and/or figures are taken from the
following sources: 1Lotze-Campen et al. (2013); 2Rounsevell et al. (2005); 3Levers et al. (2014). Technological changes in yield (modelled through capital levels) are treated as being available
to all land managers and as disseminating gradually through social networks, in different simulations (see main text). Further quantification of the scenario implementations is given in
Tables S2–S5, Online Resource 1

No forest protection.
No incentives to
prevent
fragmentation.
Demand for
recreation close to
population centres

Increase

High level of
emissions (ca. ?4C
in 2100); medium
climate impacts

No change

Medium growth

Rapid growth

Economic

Equal per capita consumption around
the world, sustainable diet.

Increasing per capita demand for calories and
livestock products

Global population of 8.5 billion by
2040

Consumption
patterns

Global population of
10.3 billion by 2040

B1

Global population of 8.5
billion by 2040

A2

Population

A1

Table 1 Conditions of the four scenarios applied in the study and their implementation
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Table 2 Behavioural variations explored in the simulations
Parameter

Variation (settings)

Interpretation

Benefit function

Linear/exponential form
of function

Benefit functions give the value of a certain level of production under a certain level of unmet
demand and are the basis on which agents compete for land. This variation alters agents’
sensitivities to over- and under-production of services, with a linear form being more sensitive
when supply nearly equals demand and penalising overproduction, which an exponential form
does not. These are used to represent differences in the profit sensitivity of land managers that
may arise from the level of individual resources, dedication to land use or other (e.g. cultural)
pressures for production, or to represent circumstances in which surplus production can be
traded with other regions that are not explicitly modelled (i.e. open trading systems)

Multifunctionality

On/off

Controls the ability of agents to produce multiple goods and services simultaneously.
Monofunctional agents specialise and can produce greater quantities of single services, while
multifunctional agents diversify and produce lesser quantities of more than one service

Abandonment
threshold

Low/high

Represents the willingness of land managers to abandon their current land use as a result of low
benefit values. A low threshold indicates dedication to the current land use; a high threshold
indicates strong sensitivity to benefit values. (spontaneous abandonment through lack of
succession or similar is not explicitly modelled)

Competition
threshold

Low/high

Represents the willingness of land managers to implement an alternative land use with higher
benefit values than their own. High values indicate unwillingness to alter land use, even when
more profitable alternatives exist

Social networks

On/off

Technological increases in agricultural yields are disseminated through social networks when
they are activated, representing the diffusion of knowledge by interpersonal contacts. When
social networks are not activated, technology reaches all agents simultaneously

Individual
variation

On/off

Controls whether agents are homogeneous or heterogeneous within their types. Heterogeneity
occurs in productive abilities and abandonment and competition thresholds

Every possible combination of behavioural settings (26 = 64 in total) was used in each appropriate scenario, regionalisation and modelled world
combination, as explained in the main text. The variations occur in addition to the scenario-specific behaviours described in Tables 1 and S4,
meaning that ‘low’ and ‘high’ threshold settings do not necessarily take the same values in different scenarios. Further details are given in
Table S5, Online Resource 1

productive efficiency and service provision of land management and were selected in order to assess each characteristic as comprehensively and independently as
possible (Tables 3, 4). These characteristics were expressed relative to current conditions and were therefore
independent of setting. Definitions took account of the
direction and importance of any changes required by the
consolidated visions. Descriptions of the consolidated
visions and their translation into metrics are given in
Table 4.
Analysis
The metrics described in Table 3 were calculated at every
tenth time step of every simulation, giving values for each
metric at 2020, 2030 and 2040 (2010 values were all equal
to 1 as metrics were calculated relative to initial conditions). Agreement with consolidated visions was determined by the direction and magnitude of change of the
metrics’ values away from 1. Basic agreement was checked
in terms of the simulations’ abilities to simultaneously
satisfy all of the conditions of each particular vision.
Subsequently, using the definitions given in Table 4, each
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set of results was scored for its level of agreement with
each vision. First, every metric with a direction of change
that agreed with the relevant condition of the vision was
given a score of 1, and this was then multiplied by the
importance of the condition to the vision (Table 4). Second, magnitudes of the metrics were scaled to the interval
[0, 1] where 0 represented no change from initial conditions and 1 represented the greatest magnitude of change
found across the results (either the maximum or minimum
value of the metric, depending on the required direction of
change). These scaled values were then also multiplied by
the importance of the condition to the vision and added to
the existing scores.
In this way, each simulation was assigned a score for
each consolidated vision with half of the score depending
upon the satisfaction of the directional changes required by
the visions and half depending on the scale of these
changes. The simulations that were judged to be most
successful were therefore those that maximised the number
of conditions satisfied and the amount of change towards
those conditions (with more important conditions carrying
more weight). The final results presented below are for
2040, when vision definitions apply.

Number of cells under intensive management (intensive crop and livestock farmers)

Number of cells under management producing multiple ecosystem services
(extensive crop or livestock farmers or foresters)

Mean proportion of cells neighbouring conservation cells that are also managed for
conservation (neighbouring cells defined as the 8 immediate neighbours of any
given cell). Cells with fewer neighbours (those at the edge of the modelled world)
are not included

Mean proportion of neighbouring cells under the same management (neighbouring
cells defined as the 8 immediate neighbours of any given cell). Cells with fewer
neighbours (those at the edge of the modelled world) are not included

Metric based on Simpson’s Index to combine level and evenness of service delivery.
Within each landscape, level of service delivery defined as:

2
P
quantity of service
1
services total quantity of services
The overall metric is the mean of the 100 landscape-level results

Another variant of Simpson’s Index (‘Simpson’s E’), using the proportions of each
service in total landscape-scale service supply across all 100 landscapes. For each
service, consistency defined as:

2
P
quantity of service in landscape
1=
landscapes
total quantity of service across all landscapes
no:landscapes
The overall metric is the mean of the 5 service-level results

Diversity per region defined via Simpson’s Index to take account of diversity and
evenness:
P no of cells in region under land use 2
1
total number of cells in region

Intensive area extent

Multifunctional area
extent

Connectivity natural areas

Connectivity all land uses

Level of landscape-scale
ecosystem service
delivery

Consistency of landscapescale ecosystem service
delivery

Regional land use
diversity

For each service, the mean of non-zero quantities produced across all cells divided
by the mean under initial conditions (at start of simulation). The overall index is
the mean across all 5 services

The overall metric is the mean of the 16 regional results
Change in mean per cell production of given service

Measure of the number and extent of land uses, maximised where many land
uses are practiced, each in the same number of cells

Measure of the similarity of service delivery levels across landscapes,
maximised when each landscape has the same level

Level of delivery of all modelled ecosystem services at landscape scale,
accounting for both absolute and relative levels of individual services

Spatial connectedness of land use types (connections only possible between
neighbouring cells); distinct from functional or other context-dependent
forms of connectivity

Simple counts of cells representing areas

Interpretation

For consistency, the multifunctional area extent metric is based on land use types rather than the modelled (and variable) mono- or multifunctionality of agents. Production levels of different
services are comparable because of the use of abstract and equivalent units across all services (see Table S1, Online Resource 1). ‘Landscape scale’ is defined as 20 9 20 cells, giving 100
landscapes per world, and ‘regions’ are defined as 50 9 50 cells, giving 16 per world. Simpson’s Index refers to Simpsons’ Index of Diversity (Simpson 1949). Connectivity metrics do not take
account of the spatial distribution of land uses (i.e. a single concentration of a given land use would maximise connectivity) because the spread of services and land uses is measured by other
metrics. Once calculated, every metric was normalised by its value under initial conditions (before simulations commence). This starting point is shared by all simulations within the same world
(see main text), and the normalisation ensures that all metrics deviate from a value of 1, with values greater than 1 indicating an increase in the metric relative to shared initial conditions and
values less than one indicating a decrease. Consolidated visions are defined in terms of these changes in metric values relative to initial conditions (see Table 4)

Service delivery
efficiency

Number of cells under conservation management

Natural area extent

landuses

Definition

Metric

Table 3 Definitions of the metrics used to compare simulation results to consolidated visions
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Table 4 Outline descriptions of the consolidated visions and their translation into land use metrics (metrics are defined in Table 3)
Best Land in Europe

Regional Connected

Local Multifunctional

Outline

Optimal use of land to ensure maximum
production of food and other natural
products. Land across the EU is matched
to the most appropriate use

Society’s needs are met regionally in
a coherent relationship between
people and their resources. In a
nonglobalised economy, there is a
move away from regional
specialisation

Land functions are localised in small
areas based on innovative
approaches to living, working and
recreation. There is high diversity
in goods and services, land use and
society

Natural area
extent
Intensive area
extent

?1

?4

?2

-1

-2

-4

Multifunctional
area extent

0

?3

?5

Connectivity
natural areas
Connectivity all
land uses

-2

?5

?3

?4

?5

?4

Level of
landscape-scale
ecosystem
service delivery

?1

?4

?5

Consistency of
landscape-scale
ecosystem
service delivery

-3

?5

?4

Regional land use
diversity

?2

?4

0

Service delivery
efficiency

?3

?3

?4

Values represent the direction (positive or negative) of change in metric values relative to initial conditions required to satisfy each vision and
also the importance of this change (0 = irrelevant to vision, 5 = very important to vision). Numerical values do not, therefore, indicate a
magnitude of change required to satisfy each vision; magnitudes of changes are taken into account in the final analysis (see main text). Full
descriptions of each vision are given in Pérez-Soba et al. (2015)

Results
Relationships between metrics
The nine metrics used in this study and the land use characteristics they describe are not fully independent of one
another, and several are closely associated (Table 3). In
order to understand pathways towards the consolidated
visions, it is therefore necessary to assess the coherence of
each vision as revealed by the relationships between metrics.
Pearson’s correlation coefficients calculated across all 1024
initial simulations revealed a number of strong positive and
negative relationships (Table S6a, Online Resource 1).
These fell into broad groups that illustrate fundamental
relationships between the metrics. Positive relationships
were found between intensive area extent, natural area
extent and the connectivity and efficiency of all land uses.
Each of these metrics had negative relationships with the
level and consistency of landscape-scale ecosystem service
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delivery and regional land use diversity. In contrast, multifunctional area extent had positive relationships with landscape-scale ecosystem service delivery and regional land use
diversity and negative relationships with the connectivity
and productive efficiency of land uses.
These relationships, found consistently across all simulations, indicate a basic tension between production levels
at local and global scales. Global intensification and specialisation maximised productivity, leaving larger areas
spare for other uses, while local multifunctionality ensured
consistent delivery of ecosystem services across space. All
but one of the relationships were consistent in both of the
modelled worlds (Tables S6b, c), though in World B positive associations between intensive area extent, natural
area extent and land use efficiency were stronger, and
negative associations between global and local metrics
were weaker. These relationships affect the coherence of
all consolidated visions, and particularly those that place
great importance on increases in both global characteristics

Land managers’ behaviours modulate pathways to visions of future land systems

Fig. 1 Plots of the 100 highest-scoring simulations for each consolidated vision showing agreement with each of the conditions of each
vision. Agreement with each condition is maximised at the outer edge
of the plot and minimised in the centre (whatever the direction of
change required by the vision; Table 4). Axes run from the lowest
level of agreement found across all 1024 simulations (at the centre) to
the highest level of agreement found across all 1024 simulations (at
the outer edge). Individual metrics are related (Table S6), so that axes
are not all independent. Individual simulation results are colour-coded

at equal steps along a black–red gradient, with the result most closely
agreeing with the vision being red, and the result with the 100th best
agreement being black. Metrics are abbreviated as follows: Nat ext
natural area extent, eff land use efficiency, reg div regional land use
diversity, LS ES cons landscape-level ecosystem service delivery
consistency, LS ES level landscape-level ecosystem service delivery
level, All con connectivity of all land uses, Nat con connectivity of
natural areas, Multi ext extent of multifunctional areas, Int ext extent
of intensive areas

such as connectivity or land use efficiency and local
characteristics such as ecosystem service delivery (e.g.
Best Land in Europe).

connectivity. Trade-offs between conditions were particularly strong in this vision, with the opposing requirements
for landscape-scale ecosystem service delivery level and
consistency, and for the connectivity of natural and other
areas, proving impossible to reconcile in our simulations.

Agreement with visions
The above relationships limit the extent to which agreement with the consolidated visions can be achieved, and
our results showed that no simulations approached complete agreement with any vision. Instead, (partial)
achievement of the visions depended upon trade-offs
between different conditions. In terms of the scores we
calculated, the most successful simulations reached
approximately half of the potential score for each vision.
Plots of agreement with each condition of each vision
make the trade-offs between these conditions clear (Fig. 1).
In the case of Regional Connected, the highest-scoring
simulations were those that maximised local-scale
requirements by minimising intensive area extent and
producing high levels of multifunctional area extent,
landscape-scale ecosystem service delivery levels and
consistency, and regional land use diversity. These metrics
took high values at the expense of natural area extent, land
use efficiency and connectivity. Another group of highscoring results produced higher connectivity values but
lower landscape and regional-scale metric values. Very
similar trade-offs were found in results for Local Multifunctional. Agreement with Best Land in Europe, in contrast, was maximised by results with low levels of
landscape-scale ecosystem service delivery consistency
and intermediate values of land use extents, efficiency and

Experimental effects
Within the ranges identified above, the extent to which
visions were achieved was most strongly affected by world
design (Worlds A and B), scenario (A1, A2, B1 and B2)
and regionalisation (1, 4 or 16 regions, representing extent
of free trade). These factors had large and dominant effects
that often obscured the results of experimental variations in
modelled behaviour. Both modelled worlds gave similar
relative values of the metrics, but different absolute values.
Ranges and maximum values were both largest in World A,
except for metrics measuring connectivity and efficiency,
producing the highest individual (if not mean) scores for
each vision (Figs. S2 & S6). In particular, World A was
able to produce by far the highest and most consistent
values for local and regional metrics of ecosystem service
supply, without equivalent sacrifices in global-scale
metrics.
Increasing regionalisation, interpretable as increasing
restriction of inter-regional trade, had a number of effects
on the ranges of values taken by the metrics (Fig. S3,
Online Resource 1). The total extent of natural areas
decreased dramatically with increasing regionalisation, and
smaller decreases occurred in connectivity and intensive
area extent. However, levels of delivery and diversity of
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ecosystem services at sub-global scales were maximised in
the most regionalised system. Changes in scenario also had
substantial effects, except on connectivity metrics (Fig. S4,
Online Resource 1). Most distinct was the A1 scenario,
which maximised the extents of natural and intensive areas
and minimised the extent of multifunctional areas. In
common with scenario B1, it also minimised sub-globalscale metrics. Scenario B1 produced the lowest values for
land use efficiency, but otherwise resembled A1 in terms of
sub-global characteristics and A2 and B2 in terms of global
characteristics. Scenarios A2 and B2 were characterised by
results that maximised either multifunctional area extent
and sub-global metrics, or intensive area extent, land use
efficiency and connectivity. These scenarios produced the
highest scores for Regional Connected and Local Multifunctional, while scenario A1 produced the best scores for
vision Best Land in Europe.
The effects of modelled (scenario-independent) agent
behaviours were less clear than those of world, scenario
and regionalisation. This was partly because they were
weaker, under the settings used here, and partly because
their strength, direction and sensitivity to other parameters
(visible in modalities of output values) were all strongly
context-dependent (Table S8 and e.g. Fig S5, Online
Resource 1). Some overall effects on values taken by the
metrics were apparent (Table S7, Online Resource 1), but
the extent to which these persisted and contributed to
achievement of the visions varied substantially in different
contexts. For example, the fundamental trade-off between
global- and local-scale ES provision was affected by
behavioural settings, but in complex and often unexpected
ways, even in specific contexts (Fig S7, Online Resource
1). Nevertheless, the settings that produced the broadest
range of consolidated vision score values also produced the
best values in almost every case, suggesting that behaviours with the greatest influence tended to slow the rate of
modelled land use change. This was especially true in the
case of social networks, where the gradual diffusion of
technological increases in yields constrained the extent of
both agreement and disagreement with the visions, simultaneously increasing sensitivity to other parameters.
Overall, the impacts of modelled behaviours (summarised
in Table S8, Online Resource 1) were greatest when they
had the effect of slowing the momentum of other drivers of
land use change, for example when raised competition
thresholds limited the homogenisation of land use and
improved scores for Regional Connected.
Achievement of visions
Together, these results illuminate potential pathways to
achievement of the consolidated visions, by allowing the
identification of conditions which maximise agreement
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with each vision (Fig. 2, Table S9, Online Resource 1).
The strongest and most consistent of these relate to world,
scenario and regionalisation, with scenarios and regionalisations that limit trade and rates of change maximising
agreement with Regional Connected and Local Multifunctional, and opposite conditions maximising agreement with
Best Land in Europe. Within these fixed contexts, definable
sets of behaviour either increase or decrease agreement
with visions, with different sets playing similar roles in
different contexts.
These contrasting sets of behaviour primarily differed in
their implications for the speed and consistency of change.
For example, in the circumstances that produced the
highest scores for Regional Connected (World A, scenario
B2, 16 regions), agents that respond quickly but differently
to changes in context maximised scores, while in the circumstances that produce the lowest scores (World B, scenario B1, 1 region), agents that respond slowly but
consistently maximised scores (Table S9, Online Resource
1). There were some behaviours that had general effects,
however; monofunctionality of production always contributed to Regional Connected, while multifunctionality
contributed to Local Multifunctional and Best Land in
Europe because it reduced trade-offs between vision conditions. Linear benefit functions increased achievement of
Best Land in Europe, while social networks and high
competition thresholds increased achievement of Local
Multifunctional.

Discussion
This study explored a number of uncertainties about the
future development of simulated land systems in order to
assess the achievability of stakeholder-developed visions of
future land use in Europe. One important conclusion of this
work is that the consolidated visions we analysed were not
fully coherent or achievable, with a fundamental tension
between small-scale land system multifunctionality and
large-scale efficiency (i.e. between land sharing and land
sparing) undermining several aspects of each vision. In
particular, we found that the multifunctional landscapes
preferred by stakeholders were not achievable under the
assumptions of our model without substantial decreases in
connectivity and overall production levels.
However, our findings also highlight major factors that
decisively influence the feasibility of visions. The first
relates to the exact requirements of each vision and the
extent to which trade-offs between them are viewed as
acceptable. It has been noted by others that decisionmakers often develop visions of complex systems without
adequately considering such issues (e.g. Trutnevyte et al.
2012). In this case, stakeholders were explicitly asked not
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Fig. 2 Behavioural pathways to each of the consolidated visions.
From a consistent starting point, pathways diverge according to
scenario and trading conditions and according to more flexible
behavioural effects. Behaviours identified in the figure are those that
increase agreement with the relevant vision when scenario and trading
conditions are favourable (arrows to top of vision ellipses) and when

these conditions are unfavourable (arrows to bottom of vision
ellipses). Behaviours and their effects are described in more detail
in the main text and Tables 2 and S7–S9. Persistence here refers to
abandonment and competition thresholds that favour persistence with
agents’ current land uses

to consider trade-offs but to follow their personal convictions and desires. Indeed, a major objective was to analyse
trade-offs required in reaching the consolidated visions
using the agent-based modelling approach reported here
and a traditional top-down modelling approach reported
elsewhere in this volume (and Lotze-Campen et al.
2012, 2013). Our results suggest that a long-term, iterative
approach that involves stakeholders as well as modelling or
analysis cycles appears particularly promising (if practically challenging) for future vision development (see also,
e.g. Hewitt et al. 2014). This could also allow adjustments
of the specific land system characteristics to be analysed
(and, potentially, the metrics used in the analyses), in order
to further explore trade-offs and to refine vision
requirements.
Another factor is scenario design. Scenario conditions
were found to be strong determinants of vision achievability, with climatic, economic or demographic conditions
less conducive to intensification and specialisation of land
uses better satisfying small-scale requirements of the
visions. The lack of trade liberalisation and relatively small
increases in economic growth, and agricultural yields in
scenarios A2 and B2 supported the achievement of visions

with strong local to regional-scale requirements (Regional
Connected and Local Multifunctional). Conversely, strong
economic growth, yield increases and trade liberalisation in
scenario A1 provided the best setting for the achievement
of visions that emphasise overall efficiency and specialisation (Best Land in Europe). However, variations in scenario conditions would shift the relationships we identify.
For instance, a rapid growth in agricultural yields, if
divorced from the trade liberalisation envisaged in scenario
A1, would increase the feasibility of the Regional Connected and Local Multifunctional visions. Similarly,
stronger policies for environmental protection would
accord with several aspects of the visions. To some extent,
such alternative scenarios are (perhaps legitimately)
assumed in vision definitions.
A third factor relates to the impact of land uses on
ecosystem services. For simplicity, we model broad, distinct land uses (and a single, restricted form of multifunctionality), and the validity and strength of the
relationships we identify depend upon the relative provision of ecosystem services within each land use type. A key
consideration is the magnitude and efficiency of production
in multifunctional areas, particularly the extent to which
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these areas can sustain various agricultural and natural
processes. Many empirical studies have focused on this
(e.g. Phalan et al. 2011; Egan and Mortensen 2012; Grau
et al. 2013), and it is strongly prioritised by stakeholders of
all kinds (Pérez-Soba et al. 2015). Nevertheless, considerably more evidence is required for a robust assessment of
vision achievability. Our results show that multifunctional
production can, in principle, alter the extent of trade-offs
between vision conditions, ensuring the provision of a
range of ecosystem services at local–regional scales in
more globalised land systems, but potentially leading to
excessive inefficiency in regionalised systems.
The final factor with a decisive impact on system
development is human behaviour. While socio-economic,
climatic and trading conditions influenced land use outcomes most strongly in our simulations, they may be particularly hard to shape in reality. Behavioural effects, in
contrast, were found to be weaker and less consistent, but
may represent more easily exploitable pathways towards
visions, especially at smaller scales. Many of the behaviours we simulated had the effect of altering sensitivity to
other factors and as such could play a role in accentuating
or mitigating the impacts of broad or fixed conditions. This
was especially true of social networks, which, when used to
spread knowledge or technology allowing increases in
agricultural yields, controlled the momentum of changes
driven by other conditions. Across all simulations, more
effective dissemination of yield increases improved the
responsiveness of the agricultural land systems to prevailing conditions, particularly where those conditions
favoured intensification and specialisation of these land
uses. Similarly, a lack of sensitivity to demand levels,
representing personal, social, cultural or financial support
for overproduction of services, limited the impact of scenario conditions. This was also true of the thresholds that
described agents’ willingness to abandon their land use or
to switch to another; the more dedicated agents were to an
existing land use, even where more profitable alternatives
existed, the slower the rate of land use change. Variation
between agents was found to be beneficial in circumstances
that were already otherwise favourable to vision conditions
because it reduced the severity of trade-offs with the secondary vision requirements but, in unfavourable conditions, homogenous populations that consistently resisted
drivers of change were more successful.
Together, these findings illuminate some of the important effects that individual-level behaviour can have on
development of the land system. However, our results are
illustrative and tentative. We use empirically based
assumptions about forms of behaviour, but do not explore
alternative assumptions. We also do not consider a range of
potentially important behaviours, including individual and
societal responses to anthropogenic environmental change,
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particularly demand-side effects of consumer preferences
for particular methods or locations of production. Indeed,
social uncertainties in projections of future conditions may
well be greater than biophysical uncertainties, especially
when highly complex and nonlinear feedbacks within and
between human and natural systems are taken into account
(e.g. Pelling and Dill 2009; Hostert et al. 2011). Perhaps
most importantly, we leave assessments of the translation
of the effects identified here into real-world contexts to
future studies.
Nevertheless, these issues do not necessarily reduce the
generality of our findings. Particularly important to note is
that our simulations were designed so that demands for all
ecosystem services could be satisfied simultaneously,
minimising the strength of trade-offs. Greater pressure on
the land system in real-world contexts (especially given the
rapid population growth assumed in scenarios A2 and B2)
can be expected to substantially shift the balance between
different conditions of the visions and make these tradeoffs more extreme. Furthermore, our findings were consistent in both of the highly divergent ‘worlds’ we modelled (Table S6), suggesting that further variations in the
patterns and dependencies of productivity may have relatively minor effects. Indeed, real-world complexities may
act to increase the likelihood or severity of trade-offs,
given that the greatest diversity of outcomes (and hence
scope for changing land system characteristics) was generated here by the artificially homogeneous World A.
Overall, our findings suggest that land management
policies should focus on strongly influential factors related
to socio-economic, climatic and trading conditions (along
with, as far as possible, the spatial configuration of natural
and human capitals supporting ecosystem service provision, as explored in our world designs). Consistently with
previous findings (e.g. Dibden and Cocklin 2009; Brown
et al. 2014), limitations on trade between regions improve
the diversity and consistency of ecosystem service delivery
at small scales and provide the quickest route to several
landscape characteristics prioritised by stakeholders. The
consequent decreases in overall productive efficiency and
connectivity remain uncertain, but have important implications, especially for natural areas, making the viability
and perceived importance of these areas crucial factors in
any attempt to balance small- and large-scale land system
characteristics (Phalan et al. 2011; Seppelt et al. 2013).
Improved understanding of land system development
clearly requires more knowledge and modelling of behavioural processes, especially those related to social networks, sensitivities to environmental or socio-economic
change and motivations for land management (e.g. Maertens and Barrett 2013; Magliocca et al. 2013). The integration of these into scenario studies, particularly involving
exploratory modelling, is also a priority (Rial et al. 2004;
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Pontius et al. 2008; Kok et al. 2015). These are important
steps towards more robust development of scenarios,
visions and governance strategies for land systems.

Conclusion
We find that a number of uncertainties affect attempts to
anticipate or shape future land use changes. In particular,
the omission of behavioural processes (endogenous drivers) from scenarios and scenario-based modelling may
substantially constrain understanding. While climatic and
socio-economic conditions inevitably play dominant
roles in land system developments, considerable scope
exists for behaviourally driven variation within these
broad limits. The context dependency of behavioural
effects also means that they can accelerate, counteract or
mitigate the impacts of other drivers. Therefore, further
model-based experimentation, in stylised and real-world
settings, may be of great help in reducing uncertainties
and exploring potential pathways to desired future
conditions.
Notwithstanding poorly understood behavioural effects,
some trade-offs in land characteristics appear inevitable,
particularly between the contrasting local-scale and globalscale characteristics generally favoured by stakeholders.
However, the strength of these trade-offs depends upon
uncertain characteristics of scenarios and land uses that, in
particular, determine the potential for multifunctional
production of ecosystem services. These characteristics
therefore represent an appropriate focus for research and
vision development, allowing the identification of tradeoffs that are least extreme, most acceptable and most susceptible to adjustment through behavioural or other influences. When combined with behaviourally explicit
scenarios and modelling, this would assist governance
strategies to be more realistic and holistic, utilising a wide
range of established and novel tools to achieve their
objectives.
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